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All modern businesses go belly-up without IT, which makes security incidents a 

business-wide management issue. By repositioning security as an integral part 

of finance instead of the IT-department, security risks can be seen for what they 

are: a business risk. That new perspective allows businesses to innovate their 

development and security-processes. Even – dare I say it– getting rid of the 

pentest and working with hackers. How do you convince your board and change 

their perspective on security? 
 
 

Let’s just put this out there: boards don’t understand cyber. They speak an entirely different 

language. Their language is about business value and the risks that hurt the former. As CISO, it’s 

up to you to find the arguments that will convince the members of the board. In the limited time you 

have with them, focus on those shared business objectives and: avoid the topic of tech.

I’m dead-serious. Let me explain how you as CISO not only free up the budget but also earn the 

freedom to implement innovative ways for protecting data and applications. Convince your board to 

change their perspective on security as a business imperative that involves the whole business and 

everyone, instead of it being the sole responsibility of IT.
Edwin van Andel
CEO of Zerocopter
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Risks versus revenue
Understanding how you change the way of thinking about security 

becomes more manageable when we look at the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR), that became enforceable in May 2018. All of a sudden, 

‘compliance’ was the buzzword. Businesses HAD to be compliant, and 

their customers HAD to know they were. Boardrooms alike understood 

what being compliant meant for strategic value and could grasp the 

concept of reaching higher maturity levels and the need to invest in them. 

Connecting the risks versus revenue was a no-brainer in this context. 

Calculating the costs of not being compliant worked as a scare and at the 

same time, thanks to the GDPR, the awareness of the importance of data 

protection grew.

The same tactic that effectively worked when the GDPR was introduced, 

can be used when it comes to day-to-day application and information 

security improvement. By not talking about tech, as I mentioned earlier, you 

change the perspective of IT to the perspective of business objectives. By 

doing so, security is redefined as a responsibility of finance – the CFO. But 

even when successfully convincing your board that security needs to be 

repositioning, telling them investing in new methods of security testing and 

improvement can still feel like a longshot. Chances are high your board will 

hold on to pentesting as their holy grail.   

 

 

Shortcomings of the pentest
Buzzing in boardroom across the globe: “The results of our pentests prove 

that our applications and data are safe.” However, you and I know better. 

Pentests are suboptimal and best described as a snapshot. After clicking, 

the picture has already aged beyond the point that it does not reflect the 

current state. I’ve outlined all the limitations of the pentest on the next page. 
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Limited budget 
A pentest starts with a hypothesis and 
is answered in the end. Changing the 
focus of the research mid-way is not 
possible most of the time, because this 
will result in a parallel pentest. Budget 
and time do not allow that.

Limited scope 
A pentest is strongly-defined research based 
around one question or one subject of testing. 
This prevents a lack of focus and result, but the 
consequence is that only a small part of security 
-challenges is taken into account. Therefore, a 
pentest is best compared to a snapshot.

Limited time 
Pentests are timeboxed with a limited 
scope, criminals have all the time in the 
world to look at your digital environment

Limited expertise 
Typically, one or two people perform a pentest. 
As experienced as they are, two people have a 
limited amount of knowledge and expertise as 
opposed to a whole team of security experts.

Limited learning by DevOps 
Most of the time, DevOps are not 
involved in the result a pentest brings 
forth. This limits the possibility of learning 
precisely in the area where it is needed.

Limited flexibility 
Pentests do not allow the scope to be changed, 
since the time frame is set and the budget 
is fixed. You can’t add testers with specific 
knowledge mid assessment.

Limited possibilities to scale 
Calling one of the big four every two 
weeks to pentest a new release is not 
sustainable.

Slow feedback loop 
Pentesting takes up much time, slowed down 
even more by waiting on a report. Also, when 
that report is finally written, your DevOps-team is 
already in the next sprint.
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Pentesting requires a limited focus, while criminals look at the whole 

structure. During one of our recent events, Jeroen Prinse, security 

officer at Aegon, told me and a room full of CISO’s the following:

“Let’s say your digital environment is a castle. With a pentest, a small wall on the north 

side of the main entrance is checked on strength, damages it has, and possible future 

risk of collapse. However, your enemy is not even thinking about that small section 

of your castle wall. They focus on six or seven other weaknesses, maybe even the 

structure as a whole. Hell, they might even set up an elaborate plan to build a wooden 

horse!” Criminals see your application as a castle, with multiple ways to break a window 

and enter. A single, strongly-defined check of only one of the risks, provides only a 

sense of security instead of the security companies need.”

Jeroen Prinse,
Security Officer at Aegon

https://www.zerocopter.com/projects/aegon
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The goal of highlighting the limitations of the pentest, as I’ve done now, is to 

prove that the notion of safety when build on the concept of pentesting, is 

fragile. But still it remains popular, because businesses are afraid to get rid 

of their ways.

The risk of being hacked grows at a steady 
pace
What is the alternative to pentesting? A faster and more effective way 

of improving security is implementing a continuous method of testing. 

However, I suspect that you still lack the ammunition to convince the board 

to work with hackers, so let’s put a pin in that subject for now and focus on 

why internet security should take up more focus than it currently does. An 

important thing to be aware of, is:

A criminal will hack you, even if an apparent goal is lacking.

No matter how potentially uninteresting your data appears to be, the 

general rule is: if you have an IP-address, criminals will hack you if they 

find a breach. Criminal hackers don’t create holes; they explore existing 

structures and exploit vulnerabilities they find. Only later will they decide 

whether or not the data they unearth is valuable or useful. Moreover, even 

if it isn’t, they can extort you by using ransomware. The demanded amount 

can rise quickly if the content is interesting, of course. The point is, every 

business is exposed to the risk of being hacked by criminals. 
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Don’t take my word for it. Cybercrime has risen dramatically in the past 

ten years and currently ranks high on the list of business risks, alongside 

market developments and disruptive business model change. Moreover, 

there is no reason to believe that cybercrime will not grow in the coming 

decade as well.

How to convince the board
Convince your board of the risks of being hacked by presenting calculation 

sheets that translate all possible risks to potential implications. Ask the 

members; what is the place of security in this company? IT does security 

on the side, next to maintenance, and licensing subscriptions. Shouldn’t 

we regard security as a vital part of the business and therefore, as a major 

business risk? To effectively argue this stance, find the support you need. 

Make sure the people who have to learn new methods and implement 

innovative processes – your developers and security professionals – are 

up to speed and confident that time and capacity will not hinder new 

developments. 

Involve all the business unit managers and ask them about their risks and 

translate these immediately to possible implications in costs and time. 

By strengthening your backup, the board is more likely to feel the urge to 

invest in new security measures. It’s up to you to translate the needs others 

in the organization have to the language of the board.

 

What happens after a hack? 
Another effective way of talking about the risks and consequences of being 

hacked is discussing who’s involved. The question: ‘what happens after a 

hack?’ doesn’t have an easy answer. The list of the people and expertise 

involved is long, as well as the potential impact list. Let me sketch the 

outline of what is at stake.

https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/pages/risk/articles/cyber-security-cyber-value-at-risk-in-the-netherlands-2017.html
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Explain the possible implications of being hacked

When a potential hack is discovered, security, Dev, IT and 

management shoot into action, trying to assess if the potential 

breach is, in fact, a hack. If this is the case, a calamity plan 

has to be acted out, prompting up cascading communications 

between the internal teams and all notified clients, partners, and 

shareholders. Managing a breach also creates the urge to involve 

the authorities, the government, and if necessary, the media. 

It is clear, managing the events after a hack requires a lot of 

preparation and coordination.

This over-simplified outline of what happens after a hack 

conclusively demonstrates the necessary effort of everyone 

involved. It highlights the ripple effect of a (potential) hack and gives 

you a reasonable estimate of the time and money that has to be 

invested in restoring the organization to the pre-hack level.

1

2

3

4

Intellectual property loss 
Sensitive data, client lists, business patents, and 
product information.

Legal costs 
Including fines, costs for defense (in court) and 
possible compensation.

Loss of reputation
A decline of market value and trust of customers and 
partners.

Time and administrative costs 
Researching, restoring a breach, as well as commu-
nicating with all parties involved, like the authorities, 
clients and media.
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You’ve convinced the board. Now what?
This question will inevitably pop up in talks when you press for a new 

perspective on security. Why are you convincing the board? You should 

have this answer ready. My advice? Already have a firm grasp on 

alternatives for the pentest as the go-to method for testing security-

measures. A continuous method should be put forward as an alternative. 

No surprises here, I’m talking about working with our hackers –although I 

like to refer to them as researchers because they are the ones that research 

your scope. 

In the ever-changing security landscape, I see a slow shift from labeling 

hackers per default as ‘bad and malicious individuals,’ to accepting them 

more often as ‘useful and potentially friendly.’ Still, many members of the 

board express doubt when the subject of enlisting hackers is brought 

to the table. “Working with hackers? Absolutely not!” – I hear it all the 

time. However, working with the researchers through our platform offers 

advantages no other method of testing can deliver. 

Rigorous screening 
All the researchers that work for us are highly qualified and background-
checked. 

Managed service 
Our Triage team manages and validates all the reports your team(s) 
receives, guaranteeing quality findings and well-written reports.

Grow security culture 
Direct communication between your developers and our researchers, 
especially after a vulnerability is discovered, allows for a steep learning 
curve and a low recurrence rate of developer errors.   

Effective security testing 
Our researchers do not focus on one limited scope and are not bound 
by time or limiting focus. Unlike with pentesting, our researchers dive 
in what they deem necessary and are therefore more effective than any 
form of pentest can possibly be.

Track everything through a dashboard   
Easily present findings our researchers dig up to the board. Combine 
these findings with an estimate of what the business risk and cost would 
be if a criminal had dug up this vulnerability.



Enough material? 

If you’ve read up to here, you have the material to start a new conversation 

with your executives. However, when you need more specifics, I gladly 

refer you to our brochure. In it you’ll read more about the functionalities our 

platform provides and how they help your company expand attention to 

security in a low-cost and effective way. 

Do you want to meet us personally? Feel free to give us a call. You’ll 

find our contact information on the side.

Contact 

Monday - Friday

9:00 - 18:00 CET

+31 20 261 67 43

info@zerocopter.com

Location 

Kraanspoor 50

1033 SE Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Sylviuslaan 2

9728 NS Groningen

The Netherlands

Learn how Zerocopter 
helps security

https://www.zerocopter.com/brochure
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